A modification of the original Empire Earth game, Patch Empire Earth is a strategy game which has been compared to Age of Empires. It was created by a group from the Russian gaming community, led by one developer who goes by the name Patch. The Patch team released Patch Empire Earth in 2001 as an unofficial modification to the original 2000 release of Empire Earth. In 2005, they stopped
working on it and other developers have taken over to continue its development for free public use. The game includes the ability to play either as one of many European countries or as any of the many factions that are available, with each faction having their own unique units. Each building is also unique and has it's own purpose. Sometimes the game itself will require multiple players to finish a
scenario so it is advised to have at least two people playing.
Patch Empire Earth is considered beta by many since there are still many bugs but it has been successfully played by several thousand people worldwide via its web-site patch-empire-earth.ru, which was created in 2005 after the release of Patch Empire Earth Version 2.0. The 2.1 version was released in August 2006 along with the release of 4 new maps. The A.I is based on a linear, scripted story arc
that requires multiple players to complete each scenario. The programing is somewhat buggy at the moment due to lack of patching capabilities but it has been known to crash after some time has passed. This may be due to the fact that the engine's patching capabilities are inferior, or it may be a result of an error in their own programming.
Patch Empire Earth 1.0 was released on July 15, 2000. This version had very few features, but was still popular among the mod community. Patch Empire Earth 2.0 was released in December 2003. It added many new features including many new maps, 6 civilizations (many more can be downloaded at their website), 6 new music tracks (more can be downloaded at their website), helper buttons,
plenty of bug fixes and 120 new units. The game also has a new interface, although the default interface is similar to the original Empire Earth's helper buttons (except for the fact that they are now round). You can also play as one of 6 civilizations. The game also has a few new unit types, including the ability to train ground vehicles. This version also fixed many bugs that existed in version 1.0. These
bugs, however, did not entirely disappear until the release of Patch Empire Earth 2.1 in 2006. On December 4, 2005 Patch Empire Earth 2 was released with 200 new units and various bug fixes and interface tweaks. It was followed by Patch Empire Earth 2.1 in August 2006 which added 4 new maps plus various bug fixes and interface tweaks with the most notable being the addition of an "endless"
win condition (the scenario can be played forever). It allows players to replay scenarios in order to achieve infinite victory points.
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